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ENTER THE FOREST.
EMBRACE THE TREE.
FROM AFAR AND UP CLOSE, FORESTREE WOOD WALLCOVERING ADDS DEPTH AND INTEGRITY TO YOUR INTERIOR EXPERIENCE. OUR NATURAL, DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, AND USEFUL PRODUCTS DELIVER WONDER AND DELIGHT TO ANY ROOM, FROM ANY PERSPECTIVE.

CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE ON INTERIOR WALL COVERINGS. CONTACT US FOR SAMPLES: SAMPLES@FORESTREE.COM
Commercial Office: ClassicWood Flat Cut Cherry, US WorldMeds, Louisville, KY

Healthcare: ClassicWood Flat Cut Red Birch, Norton Medical Plaza, Louisville, KY
Education: Friendly Forest Flat Cut Maple, Freeman Hall at Clemson University, Clemson, SC
WOOD YOU TRUST ClassicWood® is the premium grade of natural wood veneers used for your finest projects. It is available in more than 200 veneer species, including domestics, exotics, and burls. ClassicWood® is real wood you can trust with the inherent functional and aesthetic benefits of high quality wood products. Please see exhibits in this brochure for fine environments where this product lives, or visit our website at Forestree.com
WOOD YOU BELIEVE Friendly Forest® is our reconstituted wood veneer line. It is composed exclusively from rapidly-renewable trees and designed to simulate the appearance of nature’s most beautiful tree species, including maple, walnut, rosewood, ebony, and zebrawood. This line offers the beauty, authenticity, and durability of real wood grain at a value that is intelligent and forest friendly. Please see exhibits in this brochure for fine environments where this product lives, or visit our website at Forestree.com.
WOOD SLICES & MATCHES

FLAT CUT (PLAIN SLICED)
This log slicing technique is the most common cut in architectural veneer, producing a pleasing combination of cathedral (or flame) and straight grain.

QUARTER SLICE
This log slicing process produces straight grained veneers. By cutting to eliminate the cathedral in the log, the resulting pieces are often narrower than flat cut veneer.

BOOK MATCH
The most commonly used match, created by turning over every other piece of veneer, like the pages of a book. The visual effect created is a mirrored image of the grain to the adjacent leaf.

SLIP MATCH
Used more commonly with quarter sliced veneer, this process has each leaf slipped, not flipped over, into position.
SPECIALTY MATCHES

**RANDOM MATCH**
This process uses full length pieces in a random sequence. The visual effect created is a rustic look and works well using veneers with knots, gum, sap and other natural characteristics.

**RANDOM PLANK**
This process is similar to random matched, but uses shorter pieces and incorporates horizontal joints. The visual effect created is similar to that of wood flooring.

**MIX & MATCH**
This process uses different woods pieced together randomly or in a measured sequence. The visual effect is a casual look. The process works well using tonal veneers with muted grains.

**CHEVRON MATCH**
This intricate process involves book matching veneer at a 45° diagonal. The visual effect created is that of Vs or waves.
ASH, BEECH, ALDER, BIRCH...
Forestree wood wallcoverings afford architects, designers, and interior specification specialists the certitude that the materials they add to their composed environments will communicate their values and the values of their clients: authenticity, durability, intelligence, and beauty.

Forestree uses real fine grain wood to produce bespoke wood veneer of unsurpassed appearance. Clients who choose Forestree wood wallcoverings choose more than just wall treatments—they choose a boreal experience and a holistic, multi-dimensional, multi-sensorial vehicle which allows the natural beauty of the forest to enter and inhabit the room and the imagination of its inhabitants.
SWATCHES

CONTACT US FOR SAMPLES
SAMPLES@FORESTREE.COM
CHERRY, FLAT CUT
CHERRY, QTD
CHESTNUT, FLAT CUT
EBONY, MACASSAR

EUCALYPTUS, FIGURED, QTD
HICKORY, FLAT CUT
JATOBÁ, FLAT CUT
JATOBÁ, QTD

LACEWOOD, SMALL PEBBLE, QTD
MAHOGANY, AFRICAN, FLAT CUT
MAHOGANY, AFRICAN, RIBBON, QTD
MAHOGANY, AFRICAN, RIBBON, FIGURED, QTD

MAHOGANY, HONDURAN, FLAT CUT
MAKORE, BLOCK MOTTLE
MAPLE, BIRDSEYE
MAPLE, FLAT CUT
We may sell natural wood products, but we live in a glass house. We believe that those who earn their income by harvesting and selling the benefits of real wood carry a greater responsibility than most. Total transparency is essential. To earn and retain the trust of leading architects, designers, and interior specification professionals, we adhere to the highest environmental stewardship and sustainability practices, standards, and ethics. We practice certified sustainable practices with fidelity. It begins with our harvesting practices. We source exclusively from managed forests, and we offer several species as certified by the world’s leading environmental advocacy organizations.
Public Space: Friendly Forest Quartered Cut Walnut, The Mall of San Juan, San Juan, PR

Performing Arts: ClassicWood Random Planked Red Gum, EJ Thomas Hall, Akron, OH
Retail: Friendly Forest, Quartered Cut Zebrwood, Mood Life Club, Key Biscayne, FL
Foretree wood wallcoverings offer more than just aesthetic advantages; they are prefinished wood surfaces designed for easy application to drywall because they are lightweight, flexible, durable, and designer friendly.

**Integrity:** Wood is an ideal high-end architectural feature

**Versatility:** Limitless interior design effect can be achieved with wood

**Variety:** More than 200 species are available from which to choose.

**Lightweight:** Does not require drywall reinforcement, Z-clip mounting, or overhead support

**Value:** Significant savings compared with traditional wood panels

**Durability:** Will not warp in climate-controlled environments

**Easy to Trim:** Easy to incorporate with fixtures and power supplies.

**Green:** Our panels use less wood than traditional panels

**Flexible:** Thin panels ease wrapping of curves and columns

**Door-2-Door:** Panels ship on flat pallet or rolled up in box

**Finished:** Sheets arrive with a beautiful factory-applied finish
This page: Friendly Forest
Quartered Australian Walnut
FORESTREE SPECIFICATIONS

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

- Class ‘A’ flame spread rated ASTM-E84
- High performance, formaldehyde-free, HAPS-free clear finish with UV inhibitor
- Standard sizes of 2’x8’, 2’x10’
- Custom sizes upon request

IDEAL FOR MANY ENVIRONMENTS

- Auditoriums and arenas
- Conference centers
- Corporate offices
- Government buildings
- Healthcare
- Hospitality
- Public spaces
- Retail and restaurants
- Universities
- VIP areas

APPLICATIONS

- Walls
- Ceilings
- Columns
- Doors
- Millwork

WOOD OPTIONS

- ClassicWood
  Natural wood veneer from managed forests across the globe
- Friendly Forest
  Reconstituted wood veneer, using rapidly renewable trees to pattern nature’s most attractive species

ENVIRONMENTAL

- Made exclusively from trees sourced from managed forests
- FSC certified wood species available (upon request)

MATCHING OPTIONS

- Book match
- Slip match
- Random Match (RM)
- Random Plank (RP)
- Mix-and-Match (MM)
- Chevron (CV)

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES

- SR Wood Adhesive
- SR Wood Primer
- SR Wood Plexi-blade

Manufactured in the USA. Visit Forestree.com for complete specifications.
EMBRACE THE TREE

Take a closer look. A Forestree enhanced space is a three-dimensional, multi-sensory experience. Guests can not only see the warmth and beauty of the wood; they can feel it too. The secret is real wood grain. Harvested from sustainable wood farms and managed forests, the grain pattern of every tree is a distinctive natural creation. Its shape, texture, and color, is unique. There are no "defects." Wood knots and other natural blemishes add exceptional beauty and character to the appearance of every Forestree design.
SEE THE FOREST.
EXPERIENCE THE TREE.
FORESTREE
WOOD WALLCOVERING  SUSTAINABLE. BEAUTIFUL. NATURAL.

1801 PROGRESS WAY
CLARKSVILLE, IN 47129
FORESTREE.COM

CONTACT US FOR SAMPLES
812.288.9500 OR SAMPLES@FORESTREE.COM